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SUMMARYPart 1Tail reursive de�nitional axioms havedesirable properties:
� always onsistent to add a tail reursivede�nitional axiomP. Manolios and J S. Moore. Partialfuntions in ACL2, J. AutomatedReasoning 31 (2003), 107{127.
� existene of unique total funtionsatisfying a tail reursive de�nitionalaxiom ensures the reursion always halts
� neither true about arbitrary reursivede�nitional axioms. 2



What is tail reursion?A funtion is tail reursive if its de�nition istail reursive.The de�nition of a funtion f is tailreursive provided
� the body of the de�nition ontains atleast one reursive all to f
� eah suh reursive all to f is tailreursive.

Here is what it means for a reursive all tobe tail reursive in a de�nition:
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(defun f (x1 : : : xn)body)Assume body ontains no maros or lambdaappliations:� expand all maros in body� redue the lambda appliations by�-redution.Think of the expanded body as anexpression tree.A reursive all of f in body is tail reursivejust in ase1. the all to f is not on the test branh ofany if.2. On any branh ontaining the all to f,only if may appear above the all to f.3-a



Example 1(defun f (x)(if (f x)xx))The reursive all is not tail reursive.
The all to f is on the test branh of if.
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Example 2(defun f (x)(if (zp x)1(* x(f (- x 1)))))The reursive all is not tail reursive.
* appears above f in the expression tree
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Example 3(defun M91 (x)(delare(xargs :guard(integerp x)))(if (> x 100)(- x 10)(M91(M91 (+ x 11)))))There are two reursive alls to M91 in thisbody.
� The outer all in (M91 (M91 (+ x 11))) istail reursive.
� The inner all (M91 (+ x 11)) is not tailreursive.� The outer all to M91 appears abovethis inner all in the expression tree.4-b



Example 4(defun 3x+1 (x)(delare(xargs :guard (natp x)))(if (<= x 1)x(if (evenp x)(3x+1 (/ x 2))(3x+1(+ (* 3 x) 1)))))The two alls to 3x+1 in this body are bothtail reursive.
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Tail Reursive FuntionsLet test, base, and step be unary funtions.Consider the following proposed tail reursivede�nition.(defun f (x)(if (test x)(base x)(f (step x))))This reursive all to f is simple and expliitlygiven.
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(defun f (x)(if (test x)(base x)(f (step x))))Possible to be expliit and very preise aboutthe meanings of the following:
� A total funtion satis�es the de�ning tailreursion axiom for this de�nition.
� The tail reursion in this de�nitionterminates for a given input.
� The tail reursion in this de�nitionsatis�es a measure onjeture.

Possible to state these onepts in ACL2.Therefore proofs of the theorems given lateran be mehanially veri�ed using ACL2.5-a



(defun f (x)(if (test x)(base x)(f (step x))))A total ACL2 funtion f satis�es thede�ning tail reursion axiom for thisde�nition provided the following is true aboutevery x.(equal (f x)(if (test x)(base x)(f (step x))))
Pete and J's defpun paper shows that thereis always at least one total ACL2 funtionsatisfying the de�ning tail reursion axiomfor any suh tail reursive de�nition. 6



(defun f (x)(if (test x)(base x)(f (step x))))The tail reursion in this de�nitionterminates for a given x provided thefollowing holds9n(test(stepn x)):
The tail reursion in this de�nition alwayshalts provided the tail reursion terminatesfor all x.
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(defun f (x)(if (test x)(base x)(f (step x))))The tail reursion in this de�nition satis�es ameasure onjeture provided there is awell-founded binary relation rel, on the set ofobjets reognized by some prediate mp, anda measure m satisfying(and (mp (m x))(implies (not (test x))(rel (m (step x))(m x))))
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The binary relation rel is well-founded onthe set of objets reognized by mp i� there isa rel-order-preserving funtion fn thatembeds objets reognized by mp into ACL2'sordinals:(and (implies (mp x)(O-p (fn x)))(implies (and (mp x)(mp y)(rel x y))(O< (fn x)(fn y))))In ACL2 Version 2.9,
� O-p reognizes the ordinals up to epsilon-0
� O< is the well-founded less-than relationon those ordinals 6-



(defun f (x)(if (test x)(base x)(f (step x))))Theorem 1 The following are equivalent forany funtion with a tail reursive de�nitionlike that for f.
1. The reursion satis�es anonnegative-integer-valued measureonjeture.
2. The reursion satis�es a measureonjeture.
3. The reursive de�ning axiom is satis�edby an unique total funtion.
4. The reursion always halts. 7



3. The reursive de�ning axiom is satis�edby an unique total funtion.4. The reursion always halts.The equivalene 3 , 4 suggests one way toshow the famous \3x+1" funtion alwaysterminates on all natural number inputs:It is suÆient to show the de�ning axiom(equal (3x+1 x)(if (<= x 1)x(3x+1 (if (evenp x)(/ x 2)(+ (* 3 x) 1)))))is satis�ed by only one total funtion on thenonnegative integers.The termination of this funtion on allnonnegative integer inputs remains an openproblem. 8



How muh of Theorem 1 holds for reursivede�nitions that may not be tail reursive?Proposition 1 The following are equivalentfor any funtion with a reursive de�nition.
1. The reursion satis�es anonnegative-integer-valued measureonjeture.
2. The reursion satis�es a measureonjeture.
4. The reursion always halts.
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Proposition 2 The following impliationshold for any funtion with a reursivede�nition.Eah of these
1. The reursion satis�es anonnegative-integer-valued measureonjeture.
2. The reursion satis�es a measureonjeture.
4. The reursion always halts.
implies
3. The reursive de�ning axiom is satis�edby an unique total funtion. 9-a



Proposition 3 The following impliationsould fail for any funtion with a reursivede�nition.
3. The reursive de�ning axiom is satis�edby an unique total funtion.
implies eah of these
1. The reursion satis�es anonnegative-integer-valued measureonjeture.
2. The reursion satis�es a measureonjeture.
4. The reursion always halts. 9-b



Counter ExampleThe equation(equal (f x)(if (f x)xx))is satis�ed by only one total funtion, namelythe identity funtion,but the reursion suggested by the equationdoes not terminate nor satisfy any measureonjeture.
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SUMMARYPart 2(equal (f x)(if (test x)(base x)(f (step x))))Theorem 2 Let a and b be onstants.Suppose that the only onstraint on thefuntion f that mentions f is the de�ning tailreursive axiom for f. If ACL2 an prove(equal (f a) b), then ACL2 an also prove,that the reursion for f terminates on input a.This Meta Theorem has appliation to TailReursive Interpreters.
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SUMMARYPart 3Obtain result about Knuth's generalization ofMCarthy's 91 Funtion as a orollary ofmore general results about reexive tailreursive funtions.Reexive Tail Reursion:(defun f (x)(if (test x)(base x)(f (step x))))(step x) mentions fNested reursive alls are sometimes alledreexive.ACL2 an verify the following two theorems.11



Theorem 3 Let  be a positive integer andlet test, base, and step be total funtionssuh that
� (implies (test (base x))(test x))
� base and step ommute:(equal (base (step x))(step (base x)))
� either the reursion with respet tobase(� 1) Æ step and test always halts ORit never halts when x satis�es(not (test x)):[8x9n(test([base(� 1) Æ step℄n x))℄OR[8x8n((not(test x)))(not(test([base(� 1) Æ step℄n x))))℄11-a



Theorem 3 ontinuedThen there is a total funtion f that satis�esboth the reexive tail reursive equation(equal (f x)(if (test x)(base x)(f (step x))))and the simpler tail reursive equation(equal (f x)(if (test x)(base x)(f (base(� 1) (step x))))
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Theorem 4 Let  be a positive integer andlet f, test, base, and step be total funtionssuh that
� f is reexive tail reursive:(equal (f x)(if (test x)(base x)(f (step x))))
� (implies (test (base x))(test x))
� base and step ommute:(equal (base (step x))(step (base x)))
� reursion with respet to step and testalways halts:8x9n(test(stepn x)) 11-



Theorem 4 ontinuedThen f also satis�es the simpler tail reursiveequation(equal (f x)(if (test x)(base x)(f (base(� 1) (step x))))
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Corollary 1 (Knuth) Let  be a positiveinteger and let a; b > 0; d be real numbers.
1. There is a total funtion on the realssatisfying the reexive tail reursiveequation(equal (K x)(if (> x a)(- x b)(K (+ x d))))
2. If (< (* (-  1) b) d) then there is anunique funtion on the reals satisfying theabove reexive tail reursive equation forK.
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Corollary 2 There is an unique funtion onthe reals satisfying the reexive tail reursiveequation for MCarthy's 91 funtion,(equal (M91 x)(if (> x 100)(- x 10)(M91 (M91 (+ x 11)))))
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